Responses and Replies (continued)
The Sheriff and the Cowboys: or Weaver's Support of Astbury and Pauling Robert 
Olby
The incisive argumentation, authoritative documentation and assured tone of Pnina Abir-Am's paper' give to her thesis such attractiveness and plausibility that we are compelled to examine it closely. In so doing John ~u e r s t ' and Ditta ~a r t e l s~ have raised a number of objections. Abir-Am's originality in reinterpreting Weaver's role in the genesis of molecular biology has yielded a truly provocative alternative. The subject is now declared controversial! May 1 'put my oar in' with two historiographical objections and three matters of the historical record.
(1) Abir-Am's reconstruction of Rockefeller funding policy tempts the reader to cast her subjects for roles in the Western film of 'How Molecular Biology was Won' -Weaver the wicked sheriff, Astbury and Pauling the opportunistic empire builders, plundering the territory of honest biology. And Waddington and Needham? They were the genuine and God-fearing proto-molecular biologists whose attempt to reach the promised land, known to us as Watson-Crickdom, failed because Weaver barred the way. We are aware, of course, that we should resist the temptation to identify actors as 'goodies' and 'baddies'. We learned that lesson with the old story of the confrontation between science and theology, analyzed by A.D. White and others in terms of the 'Conflict Thesis'. Yet here we appear to have another conflict thesis between reductionists and anti-reductionists, between opportunistic, secure-investment, figures who did not think 'biological' (Astbury and Pauling) on the one hand, and genuine, insecure-investment, figures who thought 'biological', and with non-establishment politics (Needham and Waddington) on the other. Did not Weaver aid and abet the former, but rebuff the latter? Was not his motivation to 'bring about the domination of biology by physicists'? But his sins found him out, for no grantee of Weaver's Rockefeller largesse 'pioneered a redefinition of molecular biology along molecular lines'. Nor did those who testified to the positive impact of Weaver's programme, Delbruck and W.L. Bragg, actually work on DNA. This moralistic undertone, even if implicit rather than explicit in AbirAm's paper, makes the reader uneasy and invites concern over the extent of her impartiality and the degree of polarization she has imposed on the e\ents she describes. This polarization appears to derive from her emphasis on the insularity of scientific disciplines, and her tendency to equate genuine biological thinking with a 'non-reductionist definition of biological order', for which she displays a definite partiality Social Studies of Science (SAGE, London, Beverly Hills and New Delhi), Vol. 14 (7984),244-47 (2) In scientific research it is possible to be misled either by ignorance of the concerns and achievements in another discipline or by the choice of what we now know to be inappropriate models. Thus, in the nineteenth century, the choice of cases of 'blending' heredity as the exemplars for the laws of inheritance misled many biologists, among them Mendel's most illustrious correspondent, Carl Naegeli. AbirAm attributes Astbury's and Pauling's alleged failure to contribute as much to the reconceptualizaton of molecular biology as their generous funding would lead her to expect, to the fact that they 'were slow to develop a genuine interest in biological problems'. May it not be the case that they did develop a healthy and genuine interest in biological problems and in the biological functions of the substances they studied, but that the experimental evidence upon which they rested their functional interpretations served to lead them away rather than towards the kind of theory that we have today? This alternative explanatory strategy finds no mention in Abir-Am's account. Yet Astbury's and Bell's discovery of the equality of the distance separating the residues in DNA and those in protein was a crucial event for Astbury. For him it was the key to the understanding of protein-nucleic acid interrelationships and hence to the molecular mechanism of gene duplication, but Crick showed on stereochernical rather than biological grounds that this interpretation of the significance of the equality was i n~o r r e c t .~ Equally, Pauling was misled by treating the synthesis of antibody as the exemplar for protein synthesis. It encouraged him to support the 'instructional theory' for the generation of biological specificity. When Crick advanced the 'sequence hypothesis', he regarded anti-body synthesis as an exception rather than the rule.' In contrast to Abir-Am, I would want to suggest that both Astbury and Pauling were genuinely interested in biological questions, but such an interest did not suffice to direct them, any more than it did Waddington and Needham, towards what we now know as molecular biology. To expect otherwise is to imagine alternative historical scenarios for which activity we as historians have no licence.
(3) Abir-Am refers twice to the results achieved with 'dead protein' in a derogatory tone, suggesting that molecular biology is based on the study of 'living protein', whatever that is -presumably proteins in the living cell, in contrast to extracted material or 'dead' cellular products such as hair, horn and feathers. I know of no evidence that there has been a change of attitude between the 1930s and the 1960s regarding the legitimacy of studying extracted material for knowledge relevant to the functions of molecules in the living cell. Classic examples of knowledge chiefly founded on the study of extracted material are the genetic code and the Double Helix! When Astbury studied the keratin fibre, his colleague H.J. Woods studied the cells of the fibre and concluded that 'the properties of the fibre are, in the main, the same as those of the cells, which may be stretched, relaxed, set, and super contracted in the same way as the fibre^'.^ Moreover, Astbury and Sisson found that whalebone and cow's horn could be disintegrated into cells which on orientation gave the X-ray patterns of the fibre.
(4) It is implied, if not stated, that Astbury owed the broader conception of his research to Weaver. In financial terms this is true, but in conceptual terms it should be recognized that he began to think of the general problems of protein form and function in 1929, within a year of his move to Leeds, drawing a parallel between the extension and contraction of wool and muscle.' By 193 1 he had the 'germs of a theory about the molecular weights of proteins" which was to lead to a theory of amino acid sequence as the basis to the specificity of all proteins. It is difficult to believe that the Rockefeller programme, starting with Weaver's visit to Leeds in 1934, was more than the means by which Astbury could carry out his own programme, unless Abir-Am has documentary evidence to the contrary.
(5) It is simply not true that Astbury 'failed to keep abreast of the latest biological findings which could have given meaning to his physical results' [DNA pictures]. Astbury was very interested in Avery's 1944paper. In 1945 he wrote asking for DNA, commenting: 'I think you will agree that it has now become a matter of considerable urgency to get down much more thoroughly to the question of the specificity of the nucleic acids . . . It seems to me that there is a wonderful chance here to make an important step forward'.' Later that year, his essay on 'The Forms of Biological Molecules' appeared, in which he described Avery's work as 'a most dramatic discovery, especislly when it is realized that the newly acquired properties are afterwards transmitted.. .'.I0 Yet he interpreted this finding in terms of the nucleoprotein gene. When Beighton presented him with excellent X-ray pictures of DNA in 1951 (including the B-pattern), Astbury did nothing with them, not because he was unaware of Avery's work, but more likely because he did not know about the Fourier transform of a helix -which was a question of keeping abreast with physics, not biology! (6) Abir-Am states that I consider DNA research as the principal focus of molecular biology, and that I have refrained from considering why this focus became dominant in the 1960s. In so far as The Path to the Double Helix described research which had begun with DNA, the text may give that impression, but in Chapters i-v and vii-x, DNA was treated in thecontext of its partnership with protein, thedominant member being protein. Moreover, it was clear that techniques like ultra-centrifugation, X-ray diffraction and chromatography, which had first been applied to proteins, were subsequently applied to nucleic acids, along with the concepts of long chain molecules, residue sequence, and so on, giving continuity between the protein-centred and nucleic acid-centred phases of molecular biology. Now molecular biology, as we know it, is founded on the interrelations between these two classes of molecules. In the 1930s and 40s, there was an assumed relationship embodied in the nucleoprotein theory of the gene, which seemed plausible at the time. That it has been rejected in favour of a different view of this relationship points to an important discontinuity which I emphasized," but not to the absence of intellectual, technical and experimental debts owed by 1950s molecular biology to the work of the 1930s and 40s which the Rockefeller Foundation so strongly supported.
As for the dominance of a DNA-centred conception of molecular biology in the 1960s, I tried to show in 1974 how histochemists and some microbiologists and biochemists began to establish a consensus in favour of the genetic primacy of DNA in 1950, followed subsequently by geneticists and protein chemists in thelater 1950s. To have followed this trend through into the 1960s is a task in itself, and one which others have tackled." I preferred to seek the causes which set this trend in motion. 
